Continuous validation and feedback of data quality
from a LIMS system used for surveillance
Introduction
Performing data validation on a regular basis on data
entered and stored in a Laboratory Information
Management System (LIMS) is difficult to do in a generic
way. This poster presents a workflow to test and generate
feedback on the data quality.
Methods
Unit testing in computer programming is a common and
well established technique to check that functions behave
and performs as expected. We have used the R package
testthat as a base for our data validation. The testthat
package has a test structure consisting of expectations,
tests and contexts. We have developed an R package for
data quality control using the structure and adding an
expectation for data quality. We have also included a
structure for adding meta information from the test
function and use that for layout when displaying the
results of the data validation.
To validate data quality, each expectation has a condition
to test, and subsequently check that it passes the quality
control. If it fails, the identified errors are displayed in
the generated html status report.
All user tests are written in an R script file and can easily
be run every time there is a new or updated data set to
generate a status report.

Results
The data quality package has made it possible to code
expectations in a generic and structured fashion. It has
also made it possible to follow data and expectations in a
LIMS system with daily updates and feedback of the data
quality.
We believe that the presented workflow to perform
quality tests on data is useful and can be further
developed.
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Example: The code below shows a test on a dataset of foxes with expected georeferenced data. The generated html status report is shown to the right. The title
and headings are extracted from the test code.

qc_context('title{Quality control of data} author{qcdata}')

test_that("{section{Coordinates} subsection{Missing coordinates}", {
foxes <- read.csv(’foxes.csv')
foxes <- subset(foxes,
is.na(Lat) & is.na(Lon),
select=c(’SampeId',
’Region',
’Description',))
expect_that(foxes, qc_pass())
})

Condition
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